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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator needs to recover disk space on a
previously-used thin provisioned virtual disk. The volumes
where the administrator needs to recover the disk blocks are on
VAAI-compliant storage arrays.
Which two actions should the administrator take accomplish this
task? (Choose two.)
A. Issue the vmkfstools -vmfs unmap command within the VMFS
volume directory on the ESXi host console.
B. Execute the esxcli storage vmfs unmap command.
C. Perform a Storage vMotion to another volume in order to
force free space recovery to occur. This recreates the volume
in a new location and recovers all unused space.
D. Use VMware Converter to migrate the virtual machine to a new
datastore. This will recreate the volumes and recover all
unused space.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
At which two levels can you set the throughput for an Azure
Cosmos DB account? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. container
B. partition
C. database
D. item

Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about configuring Cisco VCS for
provisioning are true? (Choose two)
A. Cisco VCS Express supports provisioning.
B. Cisco VCS user accounts replicate between all Cisco VCS
configured in Cisco TMS.
C. Cisco Conductor is needed to support provisioning.
D. Cisco VCS Control supports provisioning
E. Cisco VCS TMSPE supports provisioning.
Answer: D,E
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